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Dear Steve, 

Your welcome latter of the 22nd has just a
rrived. on the books, my 

wife will check that out. It seems right, 
tor now that you remind me, 1  do 

seem to recall your reportin15; not having received a shipment. That was probably 

the one we didn t insures She is-11 	condition su
ch as you describe, so that 

may be a few days. 

In order to speed up your getting on a Rose memo, 1 have written 

joule, with a copy for him to initial and 
send to you. If he is out of the 

office, or if moil speak to him before you 
hear from him, by Al mobs ask him, 

for it isifur ne that this be done as soo
n as possible. 

Ie understand, appreciate and approve your
 reluctance to violate what 

you regard as a confidence. However, it do
es indicate a few things I do not 

find encouraging, an abdication, an uncrit
icelness and a failure to do your 

"wn thinking. These I will address, n
ot for the purpose of criticism, but 

so 

that you can do your own thinking and see if you
 can reach your own conclusions. 

For a year no*,"it hes bsin clear that, ri
ght or wrong, Jim has 

claimed ownership, so to speak, of all ass
assination inquiry, including the 

unquestioned right to use the property of 
others as though it were his own. 

The question you should ask, as by now you
 should have asked, suppose he Is 

wrong? What then? What happens to the rest
 o f us, sincere people with sin-

cere interests and principles not in any w
ay inferior to hie What 4*PPOne 

to what he seeks? How, under such circumst
ances, can we help him beat, if not 

ourselves? What is or would be the proper 
course? 

Aside from the possibility of Bradley, wha
t is inherent in your 

letter as it is in my belief is tie acknow
ledgement thit all the California 

work has at best been Oasts of time. At w
orst it is the ruin of the cope, 

for while he was exhaniting himself where 
he has no jurisdiction, where he *am 

using his official capsibity to pursue investigations he could not take to 

ccourt, no setter how COMmendeble this mig
ht be, he was doing absolutely 0.04 

where he had jurisdiction, nothing on the 
Shaw case, nothing on the other 

poaaible cases. As a consequence, all is n
ow in jeopardy. More, much really 

good material is now worthleea. And the cr
edibility-level of everyone has been 

very much lowered. Now on Bradley, where I
 also believe he was wrong and think 

I know why and how, ask yourself this: is it 
proper to make charges in advande 

of investigation? Or should the investigat
ion ferst be completed? 

The why end how will have to wait until we
 meet again. I do ask yOu 

to try and recall the opinions 1 
 gave you when I was there. Perhaps you pa

id eo 

little attention you do not recall, but I 
did offer you an opinion of aim. Ask 

Maggie if you are not certain or do not re
call. I think she will. 

Once you have 

this in mind, then ask yourself if your co
urse is and ham been the well-thought 

out one. If not, what may be the consequen
ce(s)? 

May I suggest to you that my opinion has n
ow been weak established 

as feet to several competent if not scient
ific observers, including some of 

his people? Then I further suggest that th
is was accomplished by others, who 

began with this intention. n the course of
 earlier correspondence, 1 

 have named 

thew people to you. Ohethat or not they we
re independent, whether or not they 

ha&Iligh. motive, is really not material. w
hat they did is what counts, 

en whet 

thily may yet do. These things alone are m
y concern in whet have asked of you. 

There was enough forme to keep busy 
with wipout undertaking this additional 

chore. I did it not for pleasure of reward.
 `either .is possible. 



Last February 1  had suspicions of Hose. I awed a simple thing of you 
people, getting me a picture so I could check him out. on not only failed to 
do it, you not wale let let him know, you never o4ce told me you had no inten-
tion of doing it. his is end was your right, for neither oae of us owns Any 

others. However, when those who have cooperated with each other ask such things, 

he presumes a reasonable request will be honored or he'll be told, and this, I 

think, is a reasonable presumption. Need I remind you of all the things I sent 

you, not even awaiting your request? Now what possible reason could I have had 

for wanting this simple thing that mitigated against its being done? Again, 

there could not have been a 'arsenal thing here. I could have been wrong, but 

on whet basis could this be assumed? Or assumed in silence? I was left to sit 
and stew, to waste much time inwriting are phoning. No one ever said i$ would 

not be done. This, I submit, is no way to do things. 

So, we have Rose, and all of you trust him, and your own judgements 
you neither question nor- permitterbe-questioned.'-'7'-  

Now tell me what you have from Rose and those associated with him 
that in any way helarGerrieen or in any way advance what we all seek? I tell 
you to look back over what he came up with and ask yourself what would have 
happened if Jim led used any of it in public? Who would have survived it? 

Now go further and ask youself the total cost, in time and money, of 

the combination of Rose end Bexley and Turner, on the basiA of what you already 

know, not what is known but may not be to you. Of course, Hepburn is part of 
this. Does the sum total add a single word, even a gasp, that can be used in 

the pivotal thing, Tim's great and primary responsibility, the Shaw case? 

Not even a comma. 

Perhaps a Period. Perhaps even an ercelemation point. 

At this point it behooves you to ask yourself what might have been 

done with that time and money, especially in New Orleans. At some point you 

will know what was real and ignored down there, of the countless viable and auk 

authenticated leads and well-begun, in some cases, about completed investiga-

tions ignored by Tim yet known to him. These are things he could have done gems-

thing about. Ha not only didn't; he wouldn't help when he could have. They were 
less spectacular, not the kind of stuff that would make the national press to 

begin with. But they are reel. Be might have dodo things that would have rendered 

it impossible for the federal government to continue to pretend the Warren 

Repot is viable. He refused. That was his right. His judgement should be his 
own tthe great tragedy is that it hasn't been). Hut, as you have heard me say 
before, the Warren "ommiasion had no monopoly on error. 

Do I have to begin to suggest to you the consequences of your 

jplural) dedication to Hepburn when the slightest 
independent analysis would 

eve told you it could not be for real? Need I recall to you anything more thee 

the fortune J'afft pissed away on it? Need I remind you that when I go to gew 
Orleans to work, Jim does not pay my fare, lodging, etc. There are a few minor 

titaness, like when I give him microfilm for processing so he can have ito that 

I.aak Louis to pay for. He is always very decent this way. So, Jeffs can get a 

grand vacation and perhaps make a few film he might use for his own purposes 

at the expense of the investigation, doing nothing that can in any way be used 

in court in New Orleans even if he gets what is true, while those who do 

down there to work on what is directly relevant have to do it at their own expense 

and gm unwelcome poor relatives. 



I cannot pretend dispessioO about this, for 4' have mortgaged e
verything 

t own to do what I try, including what future I ma
y have an my wife's with it. 

About such things I cannot be impersonal. Now I fac
e the necessity for going 

their again, without income, probably without my ex
penses being paid, to help 

them during the trial, to give, free has I will), what it has cost me so much 

to gather, while What could have financed 	gathering was sq
uandered by 

those who should never have beenntrusted with the d
ecision on spending a cent 

to begin with or with the judgement to conduct any 
investigation under any 

circumstances. 

Everyone will say nice things, but the fact will be
 that others who 

might have done this have not, that those who could
 afford it end didn't do it 

have not helped with it and will not help with keeping me there. I have already 

agreed to go there before the trial. t eve to abandon other work that I regard 

as important to do this, as I have had to in the pa
st, but I have little choice. 

I have agreed to stay there through the trial, to h
elp prepare for it, etc. Dur-

ing this same period I must in some way improvise a maansof raising about $1,600 

due on my indebtedness. How I do not know, certainl
y not when I shall be there 

busy enough and cannot possibly do all I must prepa
ratory to going.I will con-

tinue to have no income. And I am now engaged in tr
ying to arrange myself a pad, 

for even that will not be done forme. It is not t
he most =genial way to work, 

especially against the real odds. believe me, they are 
very re el, whether or 

not you are aware of them. 

In you finish whet you are doing on Hepburn before 
you hear from Louis 

or before Ios get in toueh with him, pleacet least
 begin What you can record 

about Rose. 'Lou will at worst have lost a little time if he says no. As one who 

plena to write, you should have on your own made det
ailed notes on these people, 

if not for the present or for history, for your own future as
 a writer. 

I do not believe Baxley was a CIA agent. I think 
it more likely he 

is sick. I do not believe im has any real reason to believe he was CIA. I think 

he had other purposes in including this in the pres
s release. However, it does 

not mske any difference who or what Bosley is or we
e. What he did and was about--,--400100,0 

to do are the significant things. They are all diseaterous, without any exception, 

even a minor owe. Re, too, has bled Oa investigati
on, without any contribution 

to it. Be, too, kept aim terrified and off the 
subject. Nor_do I accuse Rose or 

Turner of being agent. Turner worked hand in glove
 with Boiley, at best un- 

critically when the moat critical approach was call
ed for. If he has come up with 

a single thing "im can now use, I em unaware of it,
 and so is everyone in Jim's 

office who is in a position to know. Be, too, was p
art of the terror and part of 

thewdistraction. Be was also part of the authentica
tion of what could not ;weft 

possibly be authenticated. 

To me, the question of agency has the meaning of th
at of the fairies 

and the needles. All that equate is the record. If 
you do not know it, you should 

take steps to learn it, and that very quickly. 
It may already be too late. The 

record is this: Bosley, Turner, Rose, Jaffe and Palmer may h
ave already wrecked 

everything we have all worked so hard for. With aim's assent, they have utterly 

wasted every cent that has been contributed to ;in's investigation. They 
have 

kept him from his knitting. what more do you requir
e? I feel that with this 

record, we should be learning what we can of those 
responsible for it. I have 

already established a Hepburn connection I will not pat on paper and in the mails. 

There is now no time for commentxon other* parts of
 your letter. I am 

glad yail "resigned". If you failed to
 return your credentials, you may regret it. 

For souvenir value, a Xerox is sufficient. Remember
 the credits on "Farewell 

America", which may already be enougx for a mistria
l. Remember that you were 



part of it, without the credit line. lou'd best assume the pos7ibility that 

Hepburn is the other aide anyway. without doubt, he is not ours. 

here is so much that cannot be undone. 	not leave any within 
your control. 

There is supposed to be a new arrangement in the office. Like .,so 

many agreements and understandings, it may not exist in any real sense. Tim 

has agreed to it. Be is leaving the actual handling of the cape to Alcock, 

assisted by Sciamht,e and Ivon. They are to restrict themselves up% to the 

New ‘jrlaans stuff or what relates to it. Their immediate need is to prepare for 

the trial. The most basic things have not been done. Some of them L have been 

asked to do and will. Jim will devote himself to such things as getting 

re-elected, for his campaign is close now. The informality of the pest is to be 

past, with no extraneous investigations outside their jurisdiction. Certaln 

things were assumed of me and ' have, afterward, agreed.. I do not expectOim to 

get on the phone and spell this out to you. This, howeber, is the essence; I 

suggest that when you speak to "olds you can learn for youreelf what he will be 

willing to say on the phone. Of course, if the case loses, 4im will have the 

out, at least in his own mind, that others did it. 

That may very well be true, but in a different sense. 

I also suggest that it is not too soon to start considering your 

own position and that of all of 1a if the court decision is adverse. Fpr a 

long time, as perhaps you may recall, 1  have considered that it may be 

decided on legel technicalities rather than fact. 
1 have been quite explicit 

about one part of this, and here I refer to mark and Mort. 

If I do not give you a pretty picture I do, Imthink, give you 

an accurate one. Take a good look at it. It may already be too late to 

learn what should have been so long ago, when no one would listen* 

Please remember, in these memoranda, whet may be of crucial 

impeortance is what may seem to'be of the Slighest,-the-simplekace 

thing that is usually unnoticed. The nes* real connection for Hepburn 
domes 	em from whin saw when. No one paid any attention to it. rchecked it 

It out. t is a connection with what has been established, even to Jim's 
eatisfaction, as the other aide. I did not tell him. I did tell /Outs. 

So, when you make notes, include everyone anyone knowe, no matte& how slightly, 
everyone they to your knowledge saw. Although it can mean less to me, 

please include who you saw where in Europe, with descriptions. 

For whatever it is or may be worth to you, we all make mistakes, 

we all have fallible judgements, we ell at some time do what it later turns out 
is or may have been the wrong thing. There was, certainly, no Commission 

monopoly. Why, motive, is the controlling thing, at least inwardly, which is 
where it really counts, when. latereach of us has to assess himself. If it 

turns out that you may have done what was not for the best; you will not be 
alone anyx more then I. I think your motive will not plague you. 

Have a good ye9r., all of you. my best to you all. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 



CITIZENS' COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY 
BOX 150 • 308 WESTWOOD PLAZA 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024 

STEVEN J. BURTON, National Chairman 

22  Dec. 68 

Dear Ha r(,1J, 

You are correct about my not paying attenton to your letter of 

2 Dec. Because of the Xmas mail, I geIS, it overlapped my check to 

777)11. 

Your account of the charges is as follows: 

11 July 67 5 copies Photo 'Id 
	

$12.86 
5 March 60 1j copies WWII 
	

038. o> 
22 March 68 10 copies '1WII 
	

$2571 
TOTAL 
	

$86.67 

First of all, there is an error in your addition. The total is 
$76.67. Secondly, your shipment of 5 March never arrived. If you 

will check past correspondence, you will find a letter from me dated 

between 22 March and 5 March saying.  this. That is why there were 

two shipments of the same book within three weeks when, obviously, 

I did not sell that many books so quickly. Or, I just thought, it 

is pousiblQ: that we had a telephone conversation to that eff ct. I 

an relying on my memory, so cannot be certain. 

So, my accoulit of the charges is as follows: 

11 July 68 5 PhWW 	 $12.88 
22 March 68 10 WWII 	 $25.71  

TOTAL 	 .039.5') 
less paid 13 Dec 	 24.00 	CCI check #248 

BALANCE DUE AND PAYABLE 	 14.59 

To check my figures, you will find 

a OTrtdTed 
AL  
to $38.08 not delivered 

added to $10.00 error 
equals your TOTAL 

Enclosed, find a check for 14.59. 
we can always work it out. 

that: 

  

 

90:M 

 

 

10.00 

 

40001;:-  
If I have made an error, 

 



CITIZENS' COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY 
BOX 150 • 308 WESTWOOD PLAZA 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024 

STEVEN J. BURTON, National Chairman 
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I am in the process of writing the Hepburn memo. It will be long 

and I want it to be absolutely exact. I had the flu bad and, with my 

weak lungs, have still not fully recovered after 3 weoks. I siq  constantly 

coughing (and rot smoking!) and become extremely fatigued after four or 

rive hours of work. The doctors don't know what's up nor what to do. 

At least there is no school now. It's not fun. 

As far as a complete Rose memo and Bradley memo go, I will not 

write it until I receive permission from Lou Ivon. As far as I am 

concerned, I still owe allegiance and secrecy to the office and I will 

not take it upon myself to divulge that which I have been told to keep 

to myself. I have mentioned your request to no one save Maggie and will 

wait for you to o.k. me asking Louie. You seemed very strong on this 

point, so I will respect your request. 

I had tentatively decided to formally resign from JIm's staff, 

while o'fering to sontinue my aid, just before your letter arrived. 

That letter removed the uncertainty from my decision and I have sent 

a very polite lettcy 'Lo Jim. 

I know of nothilig 2sally suspicious that Boxley has done -- that is 

save what Louie and Alcock have told me. I never did any work with him, 

met him in person once in N.O. where he struck me as a real nice guy 

(which means little). He phoned me once to ask me to take a look at 

Thomas Braden in Oceniiside to get a physical description to see if 

there is any relationship to Jim. I did it. That's all I know personally 

about Boxley. 

At this time, I tnink that it is in my interest to make my arm 

opinions on the Bradley case crystal clear, without revealing evidence. 

I do not consider the Allen/Smith photos, nor the Max Gonzales story, 

nor the Roger Craig story to be credible. 	therefore seen nothing 

personally that I consider credible to place Bradley in Dallas or New 
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Orleans. I am familiar with several witnesses in California. I do not 

believe that I have the personal knowledge necessary to access one of 

them. I have met, talked at length, .and worked with. tiiree others. I 

Most definately consider the±r stories to be credible. The effect of 

what I consider credible, that £ have personal knowledge of, therefore, 

is that Bradley is very hard core right wing. He was seriously considering 

killing JFK. he spoke to several persons about this and cane close ta 

committing an overtacthere in .California (but not quite far enough). 

He implied shortly after the murder that he had been involved in some 

way. 

More than that, I do not know. I consider, at this time, that 

Bradley is innocent of participation in. the actual crime 	in more than 

just the legal presumptive sense. 	Aborted plot? 

The above is very carefully worded and is all that I feel confidant 

to come to a conclusion about. I presume that the office has further 

evidence, but I cannot come. to conclusions based on presumptions. Prior,to 

the hubbub of the past weeks, I had not in any way formalized any conclusions 

about his guilt or innoceneet""—As merely en investigator for the office, 

it is not my place to be the final decision maker regarding guilt or 

Similarly on Rose -- I do not consider him to be an agent. I have 

worked with him a little, but not very much at all. On the basis of 

mutual work, I an really not enough in the know to take a strong position. 

I have, on the other hand, had many lengthy conversations with him that 

cannot properly be considered work. Subjectively, then (with the 

attendant weaknesses of subjectivity), I do not consider him to be an 

agent at all. Too many things are inconsistent with that. But that 

which I don't know is properly the best criteria for judgment. 

By the way, as far as I'm concerned, Hepburn is a total phony. 

Best (-4s es, 

Ste'ven J. Burton': 


